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Quantum Approach to Fast Protein-Folding Time ∗
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In the traditional random-conformational-search model, various hypotheses with a series of meta-stable inter-
mediate states were proposed to resolve the Levinthal paradox in protein-folding time. Here we introduce a
quantum strategy to formulate protein folding as a quantum walk on a definite graph, which provides us a gen-
eral framework without making hypotheses. Evaluating it by the mean of first passage time, we find that the
folding time via our quantum approach is much shorter than the one obtained via classical random walks. This
idea is expected to evoke more insights for future studies.
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Understanding how proteins fold spontaneously
into their native structures is a fascinating and fun-
damental problem in interdisciplinary fields involving
molecular biology, computer science, polymer physics
as well as theoretical physics etc. Since Harring-
ton and Schellman found that protein-folding reac-
tions are very fast and often reversible processes,[1]
there has been progressively more investigations on
protein folding in both aspects of theory and exper-
iment. Levinthal[2] noted early in 1967 that a much
larger folding time is inevitable if proteins are folded
by sequentially sampling of all possible conformations.
Thus the protein was assumed to fold through a se-
ries of meta-stable intermediate states and the random
conformational search does not occur in the folding
process. The questions about what are the energet-
ics of folding and how the denature cause unfolding
motivate researchers to think that the protein folding
proceeds energetically downhill and loses conforma-
tional entropy as it goes. Based on such a hypothe-
sis, the free-energy landscape framework was one way
to describe the protein folding,[3−5] where the energy
funnel landscape provided a first conjecture of how the
folding begins and continues.[6]

As we know, there have been substantial the-
oretical models with different simplifying assump-
tions, such as the Ising-like model,[7,8] the foldon-
dependent protein folding model,[9] the diffusion-
collision model,[10,11] and the nucleation-condensation
mechanism.[12,13] Theoretical models are useful for un-
derstanding the essentials of the complex self-assembly
reaction of protein folding. However, till now they
often rely on various hypotheses.[6,14−17] This often
brings in certain difficulties in connecting analytical
theory to experimental results because some hypothe-
ses can not be easily put into a practical experimen-
tal measurement. As it introduces less hypotheses in
comparison to those theoretical models, the atomistic
simulations[18−20] were used to investigate the protein

folding along with nowadays’ advances in computer
science. Recently, a high-throughput protein design
and characterization method was reported to allow
one to systematically examine how sequence deter-
mines the folding and stability.[21] However, quanti-
tatively achieving the folding time and accurately un-
derstanding how the sequence determines the protein
folding remain to be a key challenge.

In this Letter, we propose a quantum strategy to
formulate protein folding as a quantum walk on a def-
inite graph, which provides us a general scheme with-
out artificial hypotheses. In terms of the first-passage
probability, one can calculate the folding time as the
mean of the first-passage time. The obtained fold-
ing time in terms of our quantum scheme is much
shorter than the one obtained via classical random
walks. This idea is expected to open a new avenue for
investigating the protein folding theoretically, which
may motivate a necessary step toward developing tech-
nology for protein engineering and designing protein-
based nanodevices.[22]

Theoretical consideration: We describe the pro-
tein structure by the frequently adopted lattice
model,[23−26] namely, a protein is regarded as a chain
of non-own intersecting unit (usually referring an
amino-acid residue) of a given length on the two-
dimensional square lattice. For a protein with 𝑛
amino-acid residues, we can calculate the total number
𝑁𝑛 of distinct lattice conformations that distinguish
various protein intermediate structures. For instance,
we have 𝑁4 = 4 and 𝑁6 = 22. This provides us a set
with 𝑁𝑛 objects, and we call it the structure set and
denote it by S𝑛 = {𝑠1, 𝑠2, · · · , 𝑠𝑁𝑛

} hereafter.
In order to study the protein folding process, we

propose a concept of one-step folding. On the ba-
sis of the lattice model, we can naturally define the
one-step folding by one displacement of an amino acid
in one of the lattice sites. This enables us to estab-
lish certain connections between distinct points in the
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set S𝑛 and to have a connection graph G𝑛. In other
words, two structures can be connected via one-step
folding if their conformation differs in one site only.
As a conceptual illustration, we plot the structure set
S4, the connection graphs G4 and G6 in Fig. 1 (the
S6 in Fig. S1 in the Supplementary Material). Such a
graph G𝑛 is described by the so-called adjacency ma-
trix Mat(𝐽ab) that characterizes a classical random
walk[27] on the graph.

Folding as a quantum walk: Letting |𝑠𝑎⟩ denote the
state of a protein structure in the shape of the 𝑎-th
lattice conformation, we will have a quantum Hamilto-
nian in an 𝑁𝑛-dimensional Hilbert space, H = {|𝑠𝑎⟩ |
𝑎 = 1, 2, · · · , 𝑁𝑛}, namely,

�̂�0 = −
∑︁

𝑎,𝑏

𝐽𝑎𝑏|𝑠𝑎⟩⟨𝑠𝑏|, (1)

where 𝐽𝑎𝑏 refers to the connection between different
points in the structure set, i.e., 𝐽𝑎𝑏 is nonzero only if
the 𝑎-th protein structure 𝑠𝑎 can be transited into
the 𝑏-th structure 𝑠𝑏 by a one-step folding. With
these physics pictures one can also investigate quan-
tum walk[28−30] on the aforementioned graph.
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Fig. 1. Structure sets and connection graphs. (a) There
are four distinct structures for the amino-acid chain with
4 residues, thus the corresponding structure set S4 con-
tains 4 objects. (b) The connection graph G4 includes 4
vertices, which happens to be a three-star graph. (c) The
connection graph G6 includes 22 vertices.

From the coarse grained point of view, the 20
amino acids are classified[24] into hydrophobic and
hydrophilic (it is also called polar) groups according
to their contact interaction. As 𝐻 and 𝑃 represent
the hydrophobic and polar amino acids convention-
ally, a sequence of 𝑛 amino acids can be labeled by
𝑞 = (𝑞1, 𝑞2, · · · , 𝑞𝑛) where 𝑞𝑘 with 𝑘 = 1, 2, · · · , 𝑛
refers to either 𝐻 or 𝑃 . Thus there will be totally
a set of 2𝑛 possible sequences. Let us call the entire of
the whole random sequences the sequence set denoted
by Q𝑛 = {[𝜈] | 𝜈 = 1, 2, · · · , 2𝑛}. For any definite
sequence-[𝜈] specified by a 𝑞, we can calculate the to-
tal contact energy[25,26] for each structure in S𝑛,

ℰ [𝜈]
𝑎 =

∑︁

𝑘<𝑙

𝐸𝑞𝑘𝑞𝑙
𝛿|𝑟𝑎

𝑘−𝑟𝑎
𝑙 |,1(1 − 𝛿|𝑘−𝑙|,1), (2)

where 𝑎 = 1, 2, · · · , 𝑁𝑛 labels different structures, 𝑘
and 𝑙 denote the successive labels of the amino-acid
residues in the sequence (i.e., the order in the chain),
while 𝑟𝑎𝑘(𝑙) stands for the coordinate position of the
𝑘(𝑙)-th residue in the 𝑎-th structure and 𝑞𝑘(𝑙) refers to
either 𝐻 or 𝑃 . Here the notation of Kronecker delta is
adopted, i.e., 𝛿𝛼,𝛽 = 1 if 𝛼 = 𝛽, and 𝛿𝛼,𝛽 = 0 if 𝛼 ̸= 𝛽.
It is widely believed that the native structure of a
protein possesses the lowest free energy.[31] This can
be interpreted by the hydrophobic force that drives
the protein to fold into a compact structure with hy-
drophobic residues inside as many as possible.[24] Thus
the 𝐻-𝐻 contacts are more favorite in the lattice
model,[24,32−34] which can be characterized by choos-
ing 𝐸PP = 0, 𝐸HP = −1, and 𝐸HH = −2.3 as adopted
in Ref. [25].

With the contact energy (2) for every structure,
the potential term can be expressed as

𝑉 [𝜈] =
∑︁

𝑎

ℰ [𝜈]
𝑎 |𝑠𝑎⟩⟨𝑠𝑎|. (3)

Thus the total Hamiltonian for a definite sequence-[𝜈]

is given by �̂� [𝜈] = �̂�0 +𝑉 [𝜈]. Clearly, the kinetic term
�̂�0 is determined by the connection graph G𝑛 merely
while the potential term 𝑉 [𝜈] defined on the structure
set S𝑛 is related to the concrete sequence-[𝜈] under
consideration. This means that we have a hierarchy
of Hamiltonian {𝐻 [𝜈] | 𝜈 = 1, 2, · · · , 2𝑛} actually for a
theoretical study of the protein folding problem.

Note that one may obtain the same contact en-
ergy ℰ𝑎 for several different sequences. In this case,
the dynamical properties are the same although those
sequences may differ. Such a dynamical degeneracy
implies a partition within the sequence set Q𝑛. There
are totally 16 possible sequences in Q4, which is par-
titioned into three subsets, i.e., Q4 = {𝑄1, 𝑄2, 𝑄3}.
Thus there will be three situations in the discussion
on the time evolution. For 𝑛 = 6, there are totally 64
possible sequences in Q6, which is partitioned into 45
subsets, i.e., Q6 = {𝑄1, 𝑄2, · · · , 𝑄45} (see Tables SII
& SIII in the Supplemental Material). Then a detailed
discussion involves a task to solve the time evolution
for the forty-five situations one by one.

Random walk with sticky vertices: As we know, the
continuous time classical random walk[35] on a graph
G𝑛 is described by the time evolution of the probabil-
ity distribution 𝑝𝑎(𝑡) that obeys the master equation

d

d𝑡
𝑝𝑎(𝑡) =

∑︁

𝑏

𝐾𝑎𝑏 𝑝𝑏(𝑡), (4)

where 𝐾𝑎𝑏 = 𝑇ab−𝛿𝑎𝑏 with 𝑇ab being the probability-
transition matrix. In the conventional classical ran-
dom walk, the probability-transition matrix is de-
termined by the adjacency matrix of an undirected
graph, namely, 𝑇ab = 𝐽ab/deg(𝑏), where deg(𝑏) =∑︀

𝑐 𝐽cb represents the degree of vertex-𝑏 in the graph
G𝑛. However, we ought to reconsider the random walk
if there are some “sticky” vertices in the graph. This
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corresponds to the case that we take account of the
contact energy ℰ𝑎 in the protein conformations. Thus,
the probability-transition matrix should be modified
so that the strength hopping into differs from that
hopping out of those sticky vertices. The modified
transition matrix 𝑇 is given by

𝑇𝑎𝑏 = 𝑇𝑎𝑏 − Γ 𝑎𝑏 + Λab. (5)

Here Γab = 𝜃(ℰab)Ωab𝑇ab, Ωab = ℰ2
ab/(ℰ2

ab + 1), and
Λab = 𝛿ab

∑︀
𝑐 Γcb, in which a notation ℰab = ℰ𝑎 − ℰ𝑏

is adopted for simplifying the expression. The expres-
sion of Ω comes from a consideration on the problem
of the one-dimensional scattering by a 𝛿-function po-
tential well. The newly added two terms in Eq. (5) to-
gether guarantee the probability conservation. There-
fore, in the presence of sticky vertices, one needs to
solve the master Eq. (4) with the modified �̃� = 𝑇 − 𝐼
in the discussion of classical random walks.

The quantum dynamics: To accomplish a quan-
tum mechanical understanding, we take account of
the energy dissipation caused by the medium in which

the folding occurs. This is governed by the Lindblad
equation[36]

d

d𝑡
𝜌 =

1

𝑖~
[�̂�, 𝜌] + ℒ(𝜌), (6)

where

ℒ(𝜌) =
𝜆

2

(︀
2𝐿𝜌𝐿† − 𝜌𝐿†𝐿− 𝐿†𝐿𝜌

)︀
(7)

reflects the effect of dissipation. Here 𝐿 and 𝐿†

are called the Lindblad operators which can be de-
termined from the analyses of random walks in the
presence of sticky vertices. The aforementioned off-
diagonal part Γ in Eq. (5) provides this operator,
i.e., 𝐿† =

∑︀
𝑎𝑏 Γ𝑎𝑏|𝑠𝑎⟩⟨𝑠𝑏|. Actually, Eq. (7) presents

a general expression, which becomes the traditional
one in terms of Pauli matrices, ℒ(𝜌) = (2𝜎−𝜌 𝜎+ −
𝜌 𝜎+𝜎− − 𝜎+𝜎−𝜌)𝛾/2 with 𝛾 = 𝜆Ω2 for a two-level
system that can be regarded as the two-vertex graph
with a sticky vertex.
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Fig. 2. Illustrations for the folding dynamics and the comparison of the folding times. (a) The time evolution of
the diagonal elements of density matrix. (b) The quantum folding process for the sequence subset 𝑄3 with 𝑛 = 4.
It is 𝜌

(1)
44 together with 𝜌

(4)
44 that determines the first-passage probability 𝐹1,4, which reaches zero when 𝑡 = 1.7 and

becomes negative afterwards. (c) The solved first-passage probabilities concerning the quantum folding process on
the graph G6. 𝐹1,9, 𝐹1,19 and 𝐹1,20 are the data for sequence-[37 ] when taking structures −9, −19 and −20 as
the target states, respectively. Here 𝜏0 = 4.12, 𝜏0 = 1.70, and 𝜏0 = 2.44 correspondingly. (d) The time evolution
𝑝1(𝑡), 𝑝2(𝑡), 𝑝3(𝑡) and 𝑝4(𝑡) of classical random walk on G4. (e) The classical folding process for subset 𝑄3. The
solved first-passage probability is positive at finite time and approaches to zero when 𝑡 goes to infinity. (f) The
classical folding process on G6 for sequence-[37 ] as a comparison to the quantum case. (g)–(i) Quantum folding
time 𝜏fd and the ratios of classical folding time 𝜏cfd to quantum ones. The former is plotted in terms of histogram,
which is scaled by the left vertical axis, the latter is plotted by black dots, which is scaled by the right vertical axis.
Correspondingly, they are the data respectively with the most compact structures 𝑠9 (g), 𝑠19 (h) and 𝑠20 (i) as the
folding targets.
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We solve the density matrix 𝜌(𝑡) from Eq. (6) with
the initial condition 𝜌(0) =| 𝑠1⟩⟨𝑠1 |. Here | 𝑠1⟩ refers
to the completely unfolded straight-line structure. To
illustrate our theory intuitively, we start from the sim-
plest model of 𝑛 = 4, where the protein-folding prob-
lem becomes a task to investigate the quantum walk
on the graph G4. We solve the 𝜌(𝑡) numerically for
the three situations 𝑄1, 𝑄2 and 𝑄3, respectively. In
the calculation, we set ~ and 𝐽 to be unity and take
the time step as ∆𝑡 = 0.02. Under the initial condi-
tion 𝜌11 = 1 while the other matrix elements vanishing
when 𝑡 = 0, we solve Eq. (6) by means of the Runge–
Kutta method and obtain the magnitude of 𝜌(1)ab (𝑡) at
any later time, 𝑡 = 𝑗 * ∆𝑡 with 𝑗 = 1, 2, · · ·. We plot
the time dependence of the diagonal elements of the
solved density matrix for the 𝑄3 case in Fig. 2(a) and
the other cases in Fig. S3 in the Supplemental Ma-
terial. Likewise, we solve the density matrix under
another initial condition 𝜌44(0) = 1 again so that the
first-passage probability can be determined later on.
The population of the most compact structure |𝑠𝑐⟩
is evaluated by the diagonal element 𝜌cc(𝑡). For in-
stance, 𝑐 = 4 in S4, and 𝑐 = 9, 19, and 20 in S6. We
can see that the probability of the state referring to
the most compact structure |𝑠4⟩ increases much more
rapidly in the quantum folding process (Fig. 2(a)) than
in the classical process (Fig. 2(d)). Toward a genuine
understanding, we further study the quantum walk
on the graph G6 by solving the density matrix nu-
merically one by one for the aforementioned forty-five
situations.

The folding time: Now we are in the position to
define the protein folding time which can be formu-
lated with the help of the concept of the mean first-
passage time.[37−41] The mean first-passage time from
a starting state |𝑠𝑎⟩ to a target state |𝑠𝑏⟩ is given by∫︀ 𝜏0
𝑡=0

𝑡𝐹𝑎,𝑏(𝑡)d𝑡 /
∫︀ 𝜏0
𝑡=0

𝐹𝑎,𝑏(𝑡)d𝑡, where 𝜏0 represents the
time period when the first-passage probability van-
ishes, 𝐹𝑎,𝑏(𝜏0) = 0, which really occurs for the afore-
mentioned quantum walk. For example, the solved
first-passage probability 𝐹1,4(𝑡) in Fig. 2(b) becomes
negative after 𝑡 = 1.7. The first-passage probability
𝐹𝑎,𝑏(𝑡) from a state |𝑠𝑎⟩ to another state |𝑠𝑏⟩ after
time 𝑡 obeys the known convolution relation

𝑃𝑎,𝑏(𝑡) =

∫︁ 𝑡

0

𝐹𝑎,𝑏(𝑡
′)𝑃𝑏,𝑏(𝑡− 𝑡′)d𝑡′. (8)

Here 𝑃𝑎,𝑏(𝑡) denotes the probability of a state being
the basis state |𝑏⟩ at time 𝑡 if starting from the state
|𝑎⟩ at initial time 𝑡 = 0. Quantum mechanically, it is
evaluated by the diagonal elements of the density ma-
trix, i.e., 𝑃𝑎,𝑏(𝑡) = 𝜌

(𝑎)
𝑏𝑏 (𝑡), where 𝜌(𝑎)𝑏𝑏 (𝑡) = ⟨𝑏|𝜌(𝑎)(𝑡)|𝑏⟩

is solved from Eq. (6) with the initial condition 𝜌(0) =

|𝑎⟩⟨𝑎|, while 𝑃𝑏,𝑏(𝑡) = 𝜌
(𝑏)
𝑏𝑏 (𝑡) is solved under another

initial condition 𝜌(0) = |𝑏⟩⟨𝑏|. Here the superscripts
are introduced to distinguish the solution from dif-
ferent initial conditions. In the classical case, 𝑃𝑎,𝑏

and 𝑃𝑏,𝑏 refer to the 𝑝𝑏(𝑡) solved from Eq. (4), respec-
tively, under the initial conditions 𝑝𝑐(0) = 𝛿ac and

𝑝𝑐(0) = 𝛿bc.
As protein folding is the process that proteins

achieve their native structure, the folding time is the
case that the starting state is chosen as |𝑠1⟩ and the
target states are the most compact states. For exam-
ple, they are |𝑠9⟩, |𝑠19⟩ or |𝑠20⟩ for 𝑛 = 6. The formula
for the calculation of the folding time is thus given by

𝜏fd =

∫︀ 𝜏0
0

𝑡𝐹1,𝑐(𝑡)d𝑡∫︀ 𝜏0
0

𝐹1,𝑐(𝑡)d𝑡
. (9)

To calculate the folding time we need to solve the
first-passage probability 𝐹1,𝑐(𝑡) as a function of 𝑡 from
the convolution relation (8). As an illustration, we
first consider the case of 𝑛 = 4. For the classical fold-
ing process, we plot the 𝑝

(1)
4 (𝑡) and 𝑝

(4)
4 (𝑡) in Fig. 2(e).

With these two time-dependent functions, the first
passage-probability 𝐹1,4(𝑡) can be further solved from
the convolution relation (8) by numerical iterations
(see Fig. 2(e)). It is nonnegative and approaches to
zero when 𝑡 goes to infinity. This can be understood
without difficulty because the classical probability dis-
tribution changes monotonously and approaches to its
steady solution at the infinite time. However, for a
quantum walk the probability distribution oscillates
in time. We can see that the solved density matrix
shown in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. S3 of the Supplemental
Material oscillates in time. With this new character-
istic in quantum walk, the value of the first-passage
probability solved directly from Eq. (8) appears to be
negative in certain time region (see Fig. 2(b)) that is
unphysical.

The zero point of 𝐹1,4(𝜏0) = 0 determines the up-
per limit of the integration in the formula (9). In the
simplest model with 4 residues, the classical folding
times 𝜏 cfd for the sequence subsets 𝑄1, 𝑄2 and 𝑄3 are
6.0602, 6.0351 and 6.0180, respectively. Their cor-
responding quantum folding times are 1.3208, 1.2182
and 0.9670 respectively. Clearly, the quantum folding
is faster than the classical folding with about four to
six times even for the simplest model. In the same
way, we calculate the quantum folding time for the
forty-five situations for the case with 6 residues (see
Tables SIV, SV & SVI in the Supplemental Material).
One can see that the quantum folding is faster than
the classical folding with almost ten to hundred times
or more. The experimental observation[42] ever exhib-
ited that the protein folding is much faster than the
theoretical prediction based on a random conforma-
tion search process. To visualize more easily we plot
the quantum folding times 𝜏fd in Figs. 2(g)–2(i). For
comparison, we also plot the ratios of classical folding
time 𝜏 cfd to the quantum folding time 𝜏fd on the same
panels. In those three histograms, the longest fold-
ing time takes place for the sequence subsets 𝑄13, 𝑄38

and 𝑄42 while the shortest folding time occurs for the
sequence subset 𝑄45, 𝑄29 and 𝑄29. The largest ratios
𝜏 cfd/𝜏fd occur for the subsets 𝑄33, 𝑄31 and 𝑄41 while
the smallest ratios occur for 𝑄17, 𝑄38 and 𝑄10.

In summary, we have proposed a self-contained
general theory to investigate protein folding problem
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quantum mechanically. In terms of the 𝐻–𝑃 lattice
model, one can always have a structure set S𝑛 for an
amino-acid chain of any given number 𝑛 of residues.
With such a structure set, one can naturally define
a connection graph G𝑛 by means of our definition
of one-step folding. Thus either a classical random
walk or a quantum walk on the graph can be solved
with standard procedures. The former implies a ran-
dom conformational search while the latter involves in
fact a parallel search due to the quantum mechanical
coherence.[43] The application of quantum walk has
attracted plenty of attention[44] to study various con-
temporary topics in recent years, our present strategy
may open a new avenue in the area of the applica-
tion of quantum walks. We have known if proteins
were folded by sequentially sampling of all possible
conformations, the calculated folding time would be
inevitably very large because there are a very large
number of degrees of freedom in an unfolded polypep-
tide chains. We have elucidated that the quantum evo-
lution naturally helps us to understand a faster protein
folding. In terms of the concept of first-passage prob-
ability, we can calculate the quantum protein folding
time as the mean first-passage time. It is worthwhile
to mention that the first-passage probability solved
from the conventional convolution relation may take
negative values in some time domain. This is very im-
portant for applications of the quantum approach to
an investigation of protein folding time. According to
our results for 𝑛 = 4 and 6, the quantum folding time
is much shorter than that obtained from classical ran-
dom walk. The present theory is expected to bring in
new insight features of protein folding process.
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I. METHODS

For n = 4, the structure set consists of 4 ob-
jects and the connection graph defined by the one-
step folding is just a three-star graph (see Fig. 1(b)).
There are totally 16 possible sequences in the sequence
set Q4 = {[1 ], [2 ], · · · , [16 ]} (see Table SI for details)
This sequence set is partitioned into three subsets, i.e.,
Q4 = {Q1, Q2, Q3} with Q1 = {[1 ], [3 ], [5 ], [7 ]}, Q2 =
{[2 ], [4 ], [6 ], [8 ], [9 ], [11 ], [13 ], [15 ]} and Q3 = {[10 ],
[12 ], [14 ], [16 ]}. Their corresponding potential energies
(E1, E2, E3, E4) are calculated as (0, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0,−1)
and (0, 0, 0,−2.3) respectively. Thus there will be three
situations in the discussion on the time evolution. For
the classical random walk on graph G4, we have

K̃ =




−1 1/3 0 0

1 −1 1 1− Ω

0 1/3 −1 0

0 1/3 0 −1 + Ω


 ,

where Ω = (E4)2/
[
(E4)2+1

]
with the contact energy E4 =

0, −1, and − 2.3 respectively for Q1, Q2 and Q3 cases.
For each case we solve the equation (4) with the initial
condition pa(0) = δa,1 and pa(0) = δa,4, respectively,

and get the time evolution of p
(1)
a (t) and p

(4)
a (t) where

the superscript is used to distinguish the solutions with
different initial conditions.

A. The density matrices

The quantum walk on a graph Gn is described by the
time evolution of a density matrix that is governed by the
matrix equation (6) of the main textwhere the Hamilto-

nian Ĥ [ν] is of sequence [ν] dependent. As an example,
we first illustrate the case of n = 4, for which the Hamil-
tonian reads

Ĥ [ν] =




0 −1 0 0
−1 0 −1 −1
0 −1 0 0

0 −1 0 E [ν]4


 , (1)

where E [ν]4 = 0 for the sequences in the subset Q1, E [ν]4 =

−1 for those in Q2, and E [ν]4 = −2.3 for those in Q3. For

∗ email: yqli@zju.edu.cn

each case, we substitute Eq. (1) into Eq. (6) of the main
text to determine the time evolution of the 4 by 4 density
matrix ρ̂(t) = {ρa,b(t) | a, b = 1, 2, 3, 4}. In our numerical
calculation, we set ~ and J to be unity and take the time
step as ∆t = 0.02. For the initial condition, ρ11(0) = 1
and the other matrix elements vanish when t = 0, we
solve the aforementioned first-order differential equation
(6) of the main text by means of Runge-Kutta method

and obtain the magnitudes of ρ
(1)
ab (t) at any later time,

t = j ∗∆t with j = 1, 2, · · · .
In order to have an intuitive picture we plot in Fig. S2

the density matrix at a certain time t when ρ
(1)
4,4(t) first

reaches its maximum value. The off-diagonal elements of
density matrix in quantum mechanics are usually com-
plex numbers, so we use histogram heights to evaluate
the modules and colors to label the phases of the complex
numbers. The time dependence of the diagonal element
of the solved density matrix for the Q3 case is plotted
in Fig. 2 for an intuitive illustration. Likewise, we need
to solve the density matrix for another initial condition,
ρ44(0) = 1 again so that the first-passage probability can
be determined.

Similarly, the study of the quantum walk on the graph
G6 is a task to solve the 22 by 22 density matrix from
Eq. (6) of the main text for the forty-five situations (see
Table SIII) one by one. Here the potential term in the

total Hamiltonian is expressed as V =
∑22
a=1 Ea | a〉〈a |

with Ea 6= 0 for a = 4, 8, 9, 10, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20 while
Ea = 0 for a = 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 21 and 22.
In terms the solved density matrices we can calculate the
fist-passage probability furthermore.

B. The first-passage probabilities

For numerical calculation, the discrete version of
Eq. (8) is given by

F14(k ∗∆t) =
P1,4(k ∗∆t)

∆t

−
k−1∑

l=0

F1,4

(
l ∗∆t)P4,4((k − l) ∗∆t

)
, (2)

with k = 1, 2, · · · . As we have P1,4(i ∗∆t) = ρ
(1)
44 (i ∗∆t),

P4,4(i∗∆t) = ρ
(4)
44 (i∗∆t) together with the natural initial

conditions F1,4(0) = 0, P1,4(0) = 0 and P4,4(0) = 1, the
above relation (2) for k = 1 gives rise to F1,4(∆t) =
P1,4(∆t)/∆t, and furthermore for k = 2, · · · iteratively
gives rise to F1,4(k ∗ ∆t). Since F1,4(k ∗ ∆t) oscillates
with time, when F1,4(k ∗∆t) first appears to be negative
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value, we record the corresponding value of k as k0. This
implies that the upper limit of integration τ0 in Eq. (9)
of the main text is between the value of (k0−1)∗∆t and
k0 ∗ ∆t. In our calculation of the folding time, we take
τ0 ≈ (k0 − 1) ∗∆t in the discrete version of the formula
(9) consequently,

τfd =

∑k0−1
k=1 k ∗∆t ∗ F1,4(k ∗∆t) ∗∆t
∑k0−1
k=1 F1,4(k ∗∆t) ∗∆t

. (3)

We calculated the folding times numerically for each case,
our results are listed in the Tables SIV, SV and SVI.

II. SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES AND TABLES
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FIG. S1. The contents of the structure set S6. There are
twenty-two distinct structures for the amino-acid chain
with six residues (the case of n=6). Here the structures
numbered as 9, as 19, and as 20 are called the most compact
structures. The contact energy Ea 6= 0 for the structure-a
with a = 4, 8, 9, 10, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20, while Ea = 0 for the
other structures.
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FIG. S2. Color histogram of the density matrix. The solved

density matrix at the first time when ρ
(1)
44 reaches its maxi-

mum value is plotted in terms of colored histogram, in which
the heights evaluate the modules of the matrix element and
the colors measured in the color-bar present their complex-
number phases. We plotted density matrices, respectively
from the solutions, (a) for the subset Q1 at t = 1.82, (b) for
Q2 at t = 1.70 and (c) for Q3 at t = 1.52. Clearly, the exis-
tence of off-diagonal elements reflects the quantum coherence
that speeds up the protein folding process.
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FIG. S3. The evolution of quantum and classical probabilities. The time dependence of the diagonal elements of the quantum
mechanical density matrix and the corresponding classical counterparts for the other two sequence subsets Q1 (left panel) and
Q2 (right panel). The diagonal elements of the density matrix solved from the initial conditions (a) ρ(0) =| s1 〉〈 s1 | and (b)
ρ(0) =| s4 〉〈 s4 |. The corresponding classical solutions of the probability distribution solved from two initial conditions (c)
pb(0) = δb1 and (d) pb(0) = δb4.

TABLE SI. The collection of sequences in the sequence set Q4

[1 ] = (P, P, P, P ) [2 ] = (P, P, P,H) [3 ] = (P, P,H, P ) [4 ] = (P, P,H,H)

[5 ] = (P,H, P, P ) [6 ] = (P,H, P,H) [7 ] = (P,H,H, P ) [8 ] = (P,H,H,H)

[9 ] = (H,P, P, P ) [10 ] = (H,P, P,H) [11 ] = (H,P,H, P ) [12 ] = (H,P,H,H)

[13 ] = (H,H,P, P ) [14 ] = (H,H,P,H) [15 ] = (H,H,H, P ) [16 ] = (H,H,H,H)
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TABLE SII. The collection of sequences in the sequence set Q6

[1 ] = (P, P, P, P, P, P ) [2 ] = (P, P, P, P, P,H) [3 ] = (P, P, P, P,H, P )

[4 ] = (P, P, P, P,H,H) [5 ] = (P, P, P,H, P, P ) [6 ] = (P, P, P,H, P,H)

[7 ] = (P, P, P,H,H, P ) [8 ] = (P, P, P,H,H,H) [9 ] = (P, P,H, P, P, P )

[10 ] = (P, P,H, P, P,H) [11 ] = (P, P,H, P,H, P ) [12 ] = (P, P,H, P,H,H)

[13 ] = (P, P,H,H, P, P ) [14 ] = (P, P,H,H, P,H) [15 ] = (P, P,H,H,H, P )

[16 ] = (P, P,H,H,H,H) [17 ] = (P,H, P, P, P, P ) [18 ] = (P,H, P, P, P,H)

[19 ] = (P,H, P, P,H, P ) [20 ] = (P,H, P, P,H,H) [21 ] = (P,H, P,H, P, P )

[22 ] = (P,H, P,H, P,H) [23 ] = (P,H, P,H,H, P ) [24 ] = (P,H, P,H,H,H)

[25 ] = (P,H,H, P, P, P ) [26 ] = (P,H,H, P, P,H) [27 ] = (P,H,H, P,H, P )

[28 ] = (P,H,H, P,H,H) [29 ] = (P,H,H,H, P, P ) [30 ] = (P,H,H,H, P,H)

[31 ] = (P,H,H,H,H, P ) [32 ] = (P,H,H,H,H,H) [33 ] = (H,P, P, P, P, P )

[34 ] = (H,P, P, P, P,H) [35 ] = (H,P, P, P,H, P ) [36 ] = (H,P, P, P,H,H)

[37 ] = (H,P, P,H, P, P ) [38 ] = (H,P, P,H, P,H) [39 ] = (H,P, P,H,H, P )

[40 ] = (H,P, P,H,H,H) [41 ] = (H,P,H, P, P, P ) [42 ] = (H,P,H, P, P,H)

[43 ] = (H,P,H, P,H, P ) [44 ] = (H,P,H, P,H,H) [45 ] = (H,P,H,H, P, P )

[46 ] = (H,P,H,H, P,H) [47 ] = (H,P,H,H,H, P ) [48 ] = (H,P,H,H,H,H)

[49 ] = (H,H,P, P, P, P ) [50 ] = (H,H,P, P, P,H) [51 ] = (H,H,P, P,H, P )

[52 ] = (H,H,P, P,H,H) [53 ] = (H,H,P,H, P, P ) [54 ] = (H,H,P,H, P,H)

[55 ] = (H,H,P,H,H, P ) [56 ] = (H,H,P,H,H,H) [57 ] = (H,H,H, P, P, P )

[58 ] = (H,H,H, P, P,H) [59 ] = (H,H,H, P,H, P ) [60 ] = (H,H,H, P,H,H)

[61 ] = (H,H,H,H, P, P ) [62 ] = (H,H,H,H, P,H) [63 ] = (H,H,H,H,H, P )

[64 ] = (H,H,H,H,H,H) ,

TABLE SIII. The degeneracy of contact energies in G6

Q1={[1 ]} Q2={[2 ]} Q3={[3 ], [17 ]}
Q4={[4 ], [18 ]} Q5={[5 ]} Q6={[6 ], [41 ]}
Q7={[7 ], [21 ]} Q8={[8 ], [22 ], [43 ], [57 ]} Q9={[9 ]}
Q10={[10 ]} Q11={[11 ], [25 ]} Q12={[12 ], [26 ]}
Q13={[13 ]} Q14={[14 ]} Q15={[15 ], [29 ]}
Q16={[16 ], [30 ]} Q17={[19 ]} Q18={[20 ]}
Q19={[23 ]} Q20={[24 ], [59 ]} Q21={[27 ]}
Q22={[28 ]} Q23={[31 ]} Q24={[32 ]}
Q25={[33 ]} Q26={[34 ]} Q27={[35 ], [49 ]}
Q28={[36 ], [50 ]} Q29={[37 ]} Q30={[38 ]}
Q31={[39 ], [53 ]} Q32={[40 ], [54 ]} Q33={[42 ]}
Q34={[44 ], [58 ]} Q35={[45 ]} Q36={[46 ]}
Q37={[47 ], [61 ]} Q38={[48 ], [62 ]} Q39={[51 ]}
Q40={[52 ]} Q41={[55 ]} Q42={[56 ]}
Q43={[60 ]} Q44={[63 ]} Q45={[64 ]}

The set G6 is partitioned into forty-five subsets within which all sequences possess the same energies.
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TABLE SIV. Comparison of the protein folding times for the forty-five situations (A)

subset τfd τ cfd τfd/τ
c
fd subset τfd τ cfd τfd/τ

c
fd

Q1 : 6.013334 136.035087 22.622240 Q2 : 3.098551 160.247563 51.716936

Q3 : 3.520525 96.315062 27.358153 Q4 : 2.967067 112.623345 37.957803

Q5 : 6.458355 146.705338 22.715589 Q6 : 2.866759 181.768820 63.405686

Q7 : 3.392589 103.502335 30.508362 Q8 : 2.889039 126.895859 43.923207

Q9 : 6.038505 157.593573 26.098111 Q10 : 2.921799 247.545879 84.723788

Q11 : 3.327806 110.875024 33.317755 Q12 : 2.801380 171.669173 61.280217

Q13 : 7.234799 169.607081 23.443233 Q14 : 2.946329 275.445274 93.487616

Q15 : 3.191671 118.864775 37.242177 Q16 : 2.708122 190.313983 70.275262

Q17 : 4.216321 68.078909 16.146519 Q18 : 4.724344 78.765355 16.672231

Q19 : 3.016037 72.794175 24.135704 Q20 : 3.612531 87.963045 24.349423

Q21 : 3.804250 77.658548 20.413629 Q22 : 3.512217 117.651074 33.497667

Q23 : 3.396357 82.796081 24.377909 Q24 : 3.900503 129.733781 33.260782

Q25 : 3.066039 156.489675 51.039688 Q26 : 2.388859 202.780028 84.885725

Q27 : 2.937746 110.044318 37.458759 Q28 : 2.441537 141.135648 57.806066

Q29 : 2.869247 210.959777 73.524439 Q30 : 2.303083 275.098917 119.448112

Q31 : 2.873812 146.665698 51.035244 Q32 : 2.232110 189.940402 85.094553

Q33 : 2.494938 301.894318 121.002734 Q34 : 2.343357 208.004786 88.763593

Q35 : 2.752986 237.048877 86.106096 Q36 : 5.974401 403.400204 67.521448

Q37 : 2.697952 164.314142 60.903286 Q38 : 2.304499 277.603821 120.461680

Q39 : 3.968589 77.036636 19.411593 Q40 : 3.528882 97.314095 27.576466

Q41 : 5.378916 100.994382 18.775973 Q42 : 3.597822 129.316623 35.943030

Q43 : 1.893287 141.255927 74.608830 Q44 : 3.922487 112.584764 28.702393

Q45 : 1.877747 187.603586 99.908873

The data in the above is calculated by taking the structure-9 as the target state.
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TABLE SV. Comparison of the protein folding times for the forty-five situations (B)

subset τfd τ cfd τfd/τ
c
fd subset τfd τ cfd τfd/τ

c
fd

Q1 : 3.007868 58.811334 19.552498 Q2 : 2.479394 56.885456 22.943290

Q3 : 2.915515 62.760625 21.526428 Q4 : 2.737002 60.829525 22.224874

Q5 : 2.662492 61.269774 23.012191 Q6 : 2.184729 55.766683 25.525675

Q7 : 2.610164 65.195489 24.977545 Q8 : 2.355810 59.440630 25.231504

Q9 : 2.561153 66.410402 25.929885 Q10 : 2.121793 80.139792 37.769845

Q11 : 2.650392 70.320819 26.532233 Q12 : 2.376243 83.876242 35.297839

Q13 : 2.298248 55.371229 24.092800 Q14 : 1.866984 62.231172 33.332461

Q15 : 2.443572 58.510481 23.944652 Q16 : 2.099786 65.095912 31.001213

Q17 : 3.058518 80.326256 26.263130 Q18 : 2.892302 78.325642 27.080727

Q19 : 4.049810 82.688870 20.417963 Q20 : 3.704805 75.757923 20.448559

Q21 : 4.850417 87.771468 18.095654 Q22 : 2.640431 100.666945 38.125194

Q23 : 2.511114 72.516173 28.878089 Q24 : 2.270134 77.941553 34.333459

Q25 : 1.352143 61.804911 45.708857 Q26 : 2.105304 57.913441 27.508351

Q27 : 2.544296 66.400618 26.097835 Q28 : 2.252789 63.908920 28.368800

Q29 : 1.286258 73.047173 56.790452 Q30 : 3.928691 66.756540 16.992057

Q31 : 1.301468 77.602514 59.626909 Q32 : 3.513602 72.667062 20.681643

Q33 : 1.785740 62.875193 35.209601 Q34 : 2.030462 67.511972 33.249562

Q35 : 4.781740 64.586440 13.506891 Q36 : 1.588760 60.753000 38.239256

Q37 : 2.076350 68.193510 32.842974 Q38 : 6.287673 64.546238 10.265521

Q39 : 2.414371 86.787849 35.946360 Q40 : 2.252013 90.261891 40.080537

Q41 : 2.096400 97.939811 46.718093 Q42 : 2.004589 98.749514 49.261726

Q43 : 2.138715 88.018182 41.154704 Q44 : 2.051656 84.318310 41.097684

Q45 : 1.935271 81.391188 42.056739

The data in the above is calculated by taking the structure-19 as the target state.
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TABLE SVI. Comparison of the protein folding times for the forty-five situations (C)

subset τfd τ cfd τfd/τ
c
fd subset τfd τfd τfd/τ

c
fd

Q1 : 3.534390 107.326690 30.366397 Q2 : 3.109753 75.781759 24.369061

Q3 : 3.676584 115.724340 31.476050 Q4 : 3.021071 81.647239 27.025925

Q5 : 1.985434 113.879920 57.357696 Q6 : 2.996953 81.103898 27.062119

Q7 : 1.998518 122.248609 61.169631 Q8 : 2.765095 86.798091 31.390636

Q9 : 2.896183 73.311216 25.313047 Q10 : 6.663490 51.723617 7.762241

Q11 : 2.996405 78.338356 26.144115 Q12 : 3.925446 54.768113 13.952074

Q13 : 2.570879 76.241005 29.655618 Q14 : 2.167717 53.557491 24.706865

Q15 : 2.865303 81.211569 28.343100 Q16 : 2.252009 56.512998 25.094481

Q17 : 3.702682 151.733536 40.979359 Q18 : 4.962379 106.785040 21.518921

Q19 : 2.010765 158.129502 78.641463 Q20 : 4.560383 111.178045 24.379103

Q21 : 5.453139 99.879543 18.315972 Q22 : 4.751003 67.798839 14.270426

Q23 : 4.285138 102.503862 23.920784 Q24 : 4.327710 69.153246 15.979177

Q25 : 1.966476 123.623213 62.865356 Q26 : 3.305973 96.940512 29.322838

Q27 : 1.992959 133.386930 66.929089 Q28 : 2.592900 106.332739 41.009194

Q29 : 1.710127 160.168363 93.658753 Q30 : 3.101977 124.796863 40.231395

Q31 : 1.713752 169.914771 99.147818 Q32 : 2.756688 134.294122 48.715749

Q33 : 2.157100 60.285284 27.947376 Q34 : 7.491422 65.002142 8.676876

Q35 : 2.896166 100.987316 34.869312 Q36 : 2.057256 73.265667 35.613296

Q37 : 2.814767 106.795670 37.941211 Q38 : 2.157124 78.093837 36.202757

Q39 : 2.008037 175.248216 87.273400 Q40 : 4.387504 146.585522 33.409775

Q41 : 1.721760 211.679379 122.943604 Q42 : 8.130396 174.980161 21.521727

Q43 : 7.367946 85.202543 11.563948 Q44 : 3.710836 131.651748 35.477652

Q45 : 2.161168 98.745327 45.690722

The data in the above is calculated by taking the structure-20 as the target state.
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TABLE SVII. Table of notations

n number of the amino-acid residues

Nn total number of protein structure (the lattice conformation)

Sn the structure set

Gn the connection graph

Qn the sequence set

a, b, c index labelling the specific structure, which takes from 1 to Nn

E [ν]a contact energy of the structure sa, the superscript refers a given sequence [ν]

Eab the energy difference Eab = Ea − Eb
Jab the elements of adjacency matrix that characterizes the graph Gn

Tab the elements of the probability transition matrix, Tab = Jab/deg(b)

deg(b) the degree of vertex-b, deg(b) =
∑
a Jab

L, L† the Lindblad operator

[ν] labels for a particular sequence, where ν takes from 1 to 2n

Q1, Q2, etc. subsets in Qn, the contact energies in each subset are degenerate

ρ̂ density matrix

ρab the matrix elements of ρ̂

pa classical probability distributions

p(1)(t), ρ̂(1)(t) the superscript here specifies the initial condition from which the solution is obtained

Pa,b(t) probability from structure-a to structure-b at time t

Fa,b(t) the first-passage probability from structure-a to structure-b at time t

τ0 the time period that the first-passage probability vanishes Fa,b(τ0) = 0

τfd quantum folding time

τ cfd classical folding time
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